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Fewer women rush sororities
Misconceptions about Greek life may be cause of drop
byJImVlcken
The BC News

The number of women participating in fall Sorority Rush
has dropped by more than SO
percent in the past six years,
according to figures obtained
from the Office of Greek Life
and Residential Services.
This year, 269 women participated in Sorority Rush, which
is 331 less than the number
that participated in 1988. Jen
Keck, Panhellenlc Council's
vice president for Rush, said
she believes misconceptions
about Greeks have given Incoming freshmen the wrong
Idea about the Greek system.
"I did the Sorority Rush
summer pre-registration program and every night at least
one parent said *we never knew
what Greeks were about until
we came to this session.' They
had seen the "Animal House"
and "Beverly Hills 90210" depletions of the Greek system,"
Keck said.
The Greek community service and academic focuses are
many times overlooked, she
added.
"[Numbers] are down a little
bit from last year, but it's nothing to be concerned about,"
Keck said.
Changes made this year in
the Sorority Rush system have
made the program more appealing to the rushees and will
hopefully increase participation in next year's Rush, she
said.
"It used to be a very stressful and hectic week, but I think
this year we saw a 100 percent
turnaround," Keck said.

Senate passes $30
billion crime bill
after heated debate
by Carolyn Skorneck
The Associated Press

WASHINGTON - Capping a
ferocious six-year debate, Congress handed President Clinton a
critical victory Thursday night
with Senate passage of a $30 billion, morecops-forAmerica crime
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University women participating In Rush earlier this week gather outside of the Jerome Library during one of the events. The Sorority Rush had one of the lowest attendances In the past few years.
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How many women went through fall sorority rush according to Joann Arnholt

GM, union reach agreement
Factory workers may be back in production by Friday
by Mike McKesson
The Associated Press

lights and light control parts
GM spokesman John Shea said
made by the Anderson plant.
ratification of the agreement
DETROIT - General Motors
Members of UAW Local 663 in would mean the factory could be
Corp. and the United Auto Anderson were to meet Thursday back in production Friday, but
Workers union reached a tenta- evening to hear details of the the 13 assembly plants probably
tive agreement Thursday on end- agreement, said UAW spokes- would be Idle until sometime
ing a parts plant strike that crip- man Bob Barbee in Detroit
next week.
"I have every expectation that
pled production of some of the
The plants build some of GM's
automaker's hottest-selling vehi- some of them will be going back most popular models, including
cles.
in to work tonight to set up the full-size pickup trucks and the
The two-day strike by 3,500 plant," Barbee said.
new Chevrolet Luminas and
By Thursday, at least 13 GM Monte Carlos.
workers at a plant In Anderson,
Ind. led to the shutdown of 13 as- assembly plants had closed and
The strike occurred Tuesday at
sembly plants in the Midwest and nearly 43,000 workers were sent the Inland Fisher Guide plant
Canada. The plants closed when home or told not to report for after bargainers failed to settle
they ran out of bumpers, exterior duty.
disputes over local Issues, Including GM's transfer of work from
the plant to outside contractors.
Thursday's settlement was not
likely to head off additional plant
closings, because it would take a
couple of days to refill the parts
pipeline.
"Each plant that It still operating that gets parts from Anderson, when they run out of parts
they run out of parts," Shea said
"It does take time to get things
into the pipeline."
Ward's Automotive Reports, an
industry journal, estimated GM's
production loss from the strike
and shutdowns would total 20,000
vehicles this week.
Shea said, however, that he expected that the shutdowns would
APFtaM/TrilUklM
be limited to GM's assembly
Fred Haney, left, and Wayne Thomas, load ballot boxes to be
plants.
counted Into a track outside UAW Local 662
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University sociology
professor Joseph Jaooby
will visit jail to study inmates with an assistantship
he received.
-•Page 4.
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The Anderson plant supplies
parts to most of GM's more than
two dozen North American car
and truck assembly plants. If the
strike had continued, other parts
plants they buy from might have
had to close, spreading the effects of the Anderson strike to
companies and communities outside the GM network.
These GM assembly plants had
closed Thursday:
• Flint Truck Assembly, Flint,
Mich.; builds full-size Chevrolet
and CMC vans; 4.500 employees.
• Pontiac East Assembly, Pontiac, Mich.; full-size Chevrolet
and GMC pickup trucks; 2,900
employees.
• Ste. Therese at Boisbriand,
Quebec; Chevrolet Camaro and
Pontiac Firebird; 2,800 employees.
• Detroit-Hamtramck, Detroit;
Cadillac Seville, Eldorado and
DeVille; 4,500 employees.
• Orion Assembly, Lake Orion,
Mich.; Oldsmoblle 98, 88 and
Aurora, Bulck Riviera and Pontiac BonnevUle; 4.500 employees.
• Bulck City, Flint, Mich.;
Bulck LeSabre and Park Avenue,
Oldsmoblle 88 Royale; 4,200 employees.
• Fort Wayne, Fort Wayne,

CITY
The Black Swamp Arts
Festival is looking for a few
good people to help make
the event an even bigger
success than last year.
•-PageS.

The vote was
61-38 in favor
of the crime
bill. Hours earlier, a handful
of Republicans
joined Democrats in narrowly blocking a GOP effort that
would have derailed the bill.
However their efforts were in
vain as enough members voted in
favor of the bill which calls for
several measures of protection
and safety for Americans.
The legislation authorizes
thousands of prison cells, establishes new crime-prevention
programs, bans assault-style
weapons and creates more than
SO new death penalties.
It is also intended to help hire
100,000 new police officers.
The House passed the measure
last Sunday prior to the nearlyweek long debate by the Senate.
The bill will now be sent to
Clinton for his signature which
he Is expected to sign as soon as
possible.
Senate Judiciary Committee
Chairman Joseph Biden, D-DeL,
called the package "a tough bill, a
straightforward bill that the cops
want, the prosecutors want and
the people need."
But Senate Republican Leader
Bob Dole - one who was opposed
to the bill from the beginning countered that the measure was
unduly expensive and loaded
with ••pork."
"When the people wake up
tomorrow morning. It's going to
be sticker shock," Dole said, obviously upset over the day's
events.
Earlier Thursday, six Republicans joined SS Democrats to
block a last-ditch GOP effort that
would have undone the painstakingly crafted bill negotiated last
week by Democrats and moder-
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The bill authorizes
thousands of prison cells,
establishes new crimeprevention.
■
J
It also bans assault-style
weapons and creates
more than 50 new death
penalties.

The House passed the
measure last Sunday. It
now goes to Clinton for
his signature.

Clinton said earlier in the day.
Americans had waited six
years for action on a major crime
bill, he added.

In that earlier vote, supporters
of the crime bill won with only a
single vote to spare, 61-39.
Republicans could have sidetracked the bill by garnering just
41 votes.
Most of the Senate's 44 Republicans wanted to block the bill,
calling It too costly and complaining that minimum sentences
should have been toughened.
They said there were too many
dollars for prevention and not
enough money for enforcement
Shortly before the final vote on
the crime bill itself, supporters
once again mustered the 60 votes
necessary to choke off speeches
demanded by senators such as
Ted Stevens, R-Alaska, and Larry
Craig, R-Idaho.
Both are board members of the
National Rifle Association.
That vote also was 61-38.

Just prior to the vote on the
GOP procedural move, a grimfaced Senate Majority Leader
George Mitchell declared that
Congress had been gridlocked
long enough on crime legislation.

by Nicole Pankueli
The BC News

The FAA should have answers soon concerning Wednesday
afternoon's plane crash near the University, the Wood County
Sherif rs department said.
After examining the scene of the accident Wednesday, officers from the sheriff's department were again on site with the
FAA all day Thursday to assess the status of the plane.
Upon examination of the plane at Its original site on Dunbridge Road, the FAA asked the sherif rs department to move the
plane for better observation.
"The FAA asked us to move it to the Wood County Airport
hangar to have a better look," said Sgt. Gonzales of the sherif rs
department
A small plane piloted by Navy jet pilot Lt. Kenneth Skaggs
crashed just after 4 p.m. northeast of the University on Dunbridge Road following a failed attempt to land. Skaggs and pregSee Crash, page four.
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Senate passage
of crime bill

FAA continues local
crash investigation

See Strike, page four.
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ate Republicans in the House.
Clinton immediately marched
to the White House lawn to praise
the lawmakers and share In the
glow of their work.
"Today, senators of both parties took a brave and promising
step to bring the long hard wait
for a crime bill closer to an end,"

Australian swimmer
Kleren Perkins breaks the
world record in the
800-meter freestyle while
on his way to besting bis
own world record In the
1,500 meter free.

1
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Partly cloudy today. Scattered thunderstorms
mainly in the afternoon
with a high In the mid 80s
and southwest winds 10 to
IS mph. Chance of rain 40
percent It will be partly
cloudy tonight.
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E.A.R. to the
Ground...
\jiven the fact that Papa Olscamp is leaving at the end
of the academic year, we figure we should be allowed one
more jab using one of his all-time famous quotes.
Here it goes; please bear with us.
It has come to our attention in the early stages of this
new semester that finding a parking space for one's bicycle is quite difficult. Bike racks from West Hall to
Olscamp Hall to the B.A. Building are lined with mountain bikes, 10-speeds and Schwinns of all sizes and
colors.
Even finding alternative spots to lock one's bike has
become difficult. E.A.R. to the Ground field agents have
spotted people securing their bikes to everything from
stairwells to trees to even a random freshman.
Now whether more people are riding two-wheelers
because of health reasons, ecological reasons or in an
attempt to avoid the congestion at the various parking
lots, we believe our esteemed University guru would
again rely on his old adage: "We don't have a parking
problem, we have a walking problem."
O.K., there it was. For the last time, maybe.
"Is there a solution for this dilemma?" our faithful
readers may ask.
We would like to suggest a three story parking garage
for bikes only. We blow up South Hall for the bike garage.
It would be awesome. It'll have three floors of bike racks
(as far as the eye could see) and cool ramps and air conditioning and elevators and TVs with cable in the corners
and wet bars with bartenders in gorilla costumes and,
' and...
Maybe we're getting a little ahead of ourselves.
As for Olscamp Hall, despite all the commotion last
year about the name of it, it really is an exceptional facility, one that everyone should appreciate and take advantage of.
So, maybe it has a name that not everyone wants to
hear. It is still a building that students can really
learn from, not just in.
But don't forget to wear a sweater before you go -It's
freezing in there!

The BG News Staff
photo editor
sports editor
city editor
graphics editor
Weekend Reality editor
Weekend Reality managing editor
Weekend Reality managing editor
special projects editor
assistant special projects editor
copy chief

Ross Weitzner
Mike Kazimore
Joe Peiffer
Jim Mericsko
Andy Dugan & Jay Geiser
Melinda Monhart
Dorian Halkovich
Robin Coe
Melissa Liposki
Cindy Williams

Everyone deserves health care
In the unimpressive world of
racism, similarities in the problems
minorities face are profound.
Lack of affordable child-care,
difficulties in the job search and
educational inequality are only a few
of the aspects in minority lifestyle in
the United States that need improvement.
Cultural bias in government
action has now reached an unprecedented level.
Through inconsistent research and
inefficient policies, African Americans, Latinos and other minorities,
including women, are now the losers
in a case of deadly prejudice.
By focusing on the target transmitters in AIDS research — gay and
bisexual men and male drug users
— the epidemic has been allowed to
run its course through the veins of
thousands of Americans.
The truth is, AIDS and the virus
that causes AIDS are fast becoming
proportionally more common among
minorities and women.
According to Human Organization, an anthropology journal, AIDS
is fast becoming the leading cause of
death of African Americans in the
United States.
Fewer health opportunities and a
higher incidence of IV drug use
among minorities are contributors to
this trend. As of 1990. more than
half of all women reported to have
AIDS were African Americans.
The mid-1980s brought about
acknowledgment of a major shift in
AIDS transmission. Heterosexual
transmission of the HIV virus began
increasing at an alarming rate. Today
we see the results of this "trend" —
AIDS is no longer a "gay disease."
Minorities were the most affected
by this shift. The incidence of AIDS
transmission through heterosexual
contact is almost 10 times greater
for African Americans than whites,
and four times greater for Latino
Americans.
Government and private research
firms have ignored what seems to be

372-2603
372-6967
372-6966
372-2952
372-2604
372-6968
372-2602
372-2604

the true axis of the AIDS epidemic.
There is an unmistakable need for
culturally sensitive health research
and disease prevention.
In its long history of racist
tendencies and insensitive policies,
the U.S. government has also
neglected minorities in relation to
health care. Likewise, the government offers little consideration for
the specific health needs of women.
The result is a culturally devastating plague silently injuring
America's ethnic richness.
There have been suspicions and
speculations as to why the U.S.
government continues its racially
biased practices.
A few experts have implied that
such an incredible case of inefficiency is part of a larger plan in
which minority populations in
America will be devastated or
possibly eliminated. Though
certainly radical, such an idea is
born of an intelligent overview of
present government practices, or
lack thereof.
How can obvious facts devised
from competent research be ignored?
Of all the reported cases of
children with AIDS, 75 percent are
of ethnic descent. Statistics such as
these are known and documented.
How then can government agencies
continue to show such blatant
favoritism in health care?

What is the point of doing such
intense research if the results are
wholly ignored? What kind of
country allows large portions of ihe
population to suffer with disease on
the basis of skin color, origin or sex?
All aspects of a body governing
such a diverse body of people
should be culturally aware and
unbiased.
The quagmire of bureaucracy and
tradition prevent reform in the area
of ethnic consideration.
The facts accurately illustrate the
effects of AIDS and where it is most
prevalent, yet the U.S. government
continually provides funding for
other aspects of AIDS and HIV
research and prevention.
No one should be denied proper
health care, from the latest in
medical technology to the simplest
vaccine.

The incidence of AIDS transmission through heterosexual contact is almost 10 times greater for African
Americans than whites, and four times greater for
Latino Americans.
Racism should not be a factor in
minorities face a specialized battle
for inequality.
assuring every American a healthy
.Though well-meaning, the few
environment for pursuing happiness.
culturally sensitive programs
enacted by government agencies are
Andrea Wood is a weekly
obviously inadequate.
columnist for the The News.
Though the outlook is rather
bleak, some solutions have been
offered. Making sterile needles
available is a common solution
Fiona MacKinnon-Slaney, of
enacted by many cities nationwide.
higher education and student
More and better outreach programs
affairs, is a campus faculty
as well as formal AIDS training
representative also appointed to
have been suggested.
the presidential search commitOf course the most efficient form
tee. Her name was omitted
of AIDS prevention is personal
behavior change, ideally encouraged while Lester Barber is a nonby peer pressure.
voting member of the same
Ultimately the disease won't
committee, not a voting
disappear. Competent research and
member as The News reported
experimentation are imperative to
in Monday's edition.
curbing the spread of HIV.

Clarification:

MAN ON THE STREET

The BG News Editorial Office
editor
Weekend Reality
managing editor
assistant managing editor
news editor
city editor
sports editor
editorial

Andrea

Reasons for such high instances
of AIDS among ethnic minorities
and women center round the lower
health status of these groups.
Being poor means few or no
health care options. As most
Americans know, the U.S. is far
behind other countries when
considering health care. If there is
any reform on the horizon, those
near the bottom of the health care
ladder will certainly be the last to
see results.
Completing and enacting a new
health care plan is in the very
distant future. Politically focused
talk-shows spotlight endless debates
— white menin suits bound and
gagged by red tape while people die
of AIDS and otherdiseases because
they can't afford treatment.
As in many aspects of
government and its policies.

Who is your favorite professor?
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"It would have to be Charles
Muhammad, a professor I had
for Black Studies."
Danny Langston
Junior
Elementary Education

"My favorite professor was
David Weis. He taught Black
studies in America — it was
the most interesting class I've
taken at the University."
Ron Graves
Sophomore
Accounting

"My English 111 teacher, Mr.
ZacKel, would be my choice
for best teacher because he
always would relate personal
experience to what we were
studying."

"Rona Klein is a great teacher.
I had her for adolescent
literature, and we didn't just
read the normal books. She
gave us controversial, fascinating reading."

Andrea St. Clair
Junior
Communications Disorders

Shannyn Burns
Senior
English Education

The BG News
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"They can't blame us for having produced this situation," Castro said.
-Fidel Castro, Cuban President

4

ACROSS
THE NATION

Sunk
People in the news
NEW YORK - Marlon Brando
considers himself "lucky" with
women. Including Marilyn Monroe.
"We had an affair and saw each
other intermittently for years,"
Brando said in his new book,
"Brando: Songs My Mother
Taught Me." An excerpt appears
in Sunday's Parade magazine.
The star of "The Godfather"
and "On The Waterfront" recalls
that he met Miss Monroe when
both were students at Lee Strasberg's Actors Studio. Brando, 70,
said he joined "to meet girls."
In 1962, Miss Monroe "called
and invited me to come over for
dinner. I already had plans but
promised to call the following
week. She said fine. Two or three
days later, she was dead," Brando
said.
On women, in general, Brando
added, "There have been many in
my life, though I hardly ever
spent more than a couple of
minutes with any of them. I've
had far too many affairs to think
of myself as a normal, rational
man."
Brando's book is scheduled for
release next month.

AP FMWCUcas* Sui-TI m< i, Jon S.11

Towing-company employee John Volpl »wlm» to a car submerged In an apartment-complex iwlmming
pool Wednesday on the north side of Chicago after the car accidentally plowed through a fence and
landed in the pool.

NEW YORK - Herman Wouk
and Jimmy Buffett might become
Broadway's newest odd couple.
Wouk and Buffett are expected
to begin work in November on a
musical based on Wouk's 1965
novel "Don't Stop the Carnival."
It's about a Broadway press
agent who quits his job and buys
an island hotel, hoping to find
paradise. He doesn't.
If tilings go according to plan,
there will be a stage production
of "Don't Stop the Carnival"
within a year, said Scott Zelger of
Pace Theatrical Group, which
will co-produce the show.
Buffett's biggest hit "Margaritaville." Wouk's best-known
books are "The Calne Mutiny"
and "The Winds of War."

HAMPTON, N.H. - Fans who
turned out for a Tanya
Tuckerconcert want their money
back.
A spokesman for the Hampton
Beach Club Casino said the country singer showed up an hour late
for Tuesday's show and performed for only 45 minutes.
Fred Schaake said 1,000 people
paid between $27 and $29 per
ticket and "the crowd reaction
was that it was not her best performance." He didn't know how
many fans sought refunds.
Jennifer Barton of the Nashville, Tenn-based Trifecta Entertainment, which handles Tucker's marketing and promotion,
blamed some of the delay on
sound problems.
"We did get few calls from the
fans," she said. "We've taken
telephone numbers and she's
handling those calls personally."
— LOS ANGELES - Bob Dylan
is suing Apple Computer Inc.,
claiming the company planned to
steal his name for a new
CD-ROM.
Apple plans to call the product
"Dylan" and filed papers seeking
a pntent under that name, said
Dylan's attorney, Joseph Yanny.
Dylan, whose real name is
Robert Zimmerman, wants a

!
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9 years ago

temporary restraining order barring the use of his name.
Apple, according to the lawsuit,
also has used the names of other
famous people, including Isaac
Newton and Carl Sagan "in a deliberate attempt to capitalize oa
the goodwill associated with
these famous Individuals."
Apple officials did not immediately return a call Thursday.
Sagan, an astronomer, sued
Apple last year when he learned
his name was the in- ho use code
name for a personal computer
Apple was developing. Apple
agreed to drop Sagan's name.
A federal judge threw out part
of Sagan's lawsuit but left intact
his claims that Apple invaded his
privacy.
— FRANKLIN, Tenn. - It's
D-I- V-O-R-C-E for country singer
Radney Foster.

Foster, 35, cited irreconcilable
differences as grounds for divorce from Mary Springs Scarborough Foster, 34. They have
been married for 12 years.
The divorce petition was filed
Tuesday in Williamson County
Chancery Court.
Compiled from staff and wire
reports.

In The News
The death of Barry Britter. assistant
director of Placement Services, has been
rules "accidental due to cocaine
intoxication." according to Dr. Christopher
Desley deputy coroner of Lucas County
Britter. 31. was found unconscious
at his home and was pronounced dead at
Mercy Hospital in Toledo.
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AWARD WINNING PIZZA AT A GREAT PRICE
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Ohio's Favorite
Pizza

open daily at 11:00 am

Double Topper Special

original "hand spun"
pizza
Pan Pizza
extra thin crust pizza

352 - 5620

&SQRRY CHARLIE! K

Fresh Baked Subs

FREE

FREE FREE

• extra Pizza sauce
• crust flavors--GarliC"Butter-|
Parmesan-Cajun
• Free delivery

$100
OFF

oo
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Side Salads

Beverages
That's right Charlie, we don't want you either.
When our Buffalo went diving for the finest
catch possible he had in mind a meaty filet, not
a scrawny fish like you. Our Buffalo men made
sure that the breading was light and not overpowering to compliment his special catch. As a
matter of fact Charlie, we know even you
would agree that the Buffalo's fish filet is the
catch of the day. So, leave your rod and reel at
home and come on down to bw-3 for your next
catch.

ANY PIZZA
OR TWO SUBS
• No other discount with this offer
• No exp. date

2 Medium Pizzas

Cheese & One Topping

$

Labpr Day
ns necessary

328 S. Main
Our Only Office

Cheese Bread with sauce

■

LARGE PIZZA
with cheese & 2 toppings

Rentals

Specialty Pizzas

3 CRUST STYLES

1045 N. Main St.

353-0044

• Quiet Neighborhoods
• 2-3 Bedrooms
• Stop By For A Current
Brochure

9

• No other discount with this offer
• Exp. 9-30-94
_ _

Fish & Chips......$2.99
(English Style)
M2.00

Fish Filet Sandwich.

$2.59

One smalT (10") pizza
Cheese & one topping
•No other discount with this offer

• No other discount with this offer
• Exp. 9-30-94

M1

d

Call 353-BWWW
bw-3 BG
176 E. Wooster
Bowling Green, Ohio

BUFFALO WILD WINGS & WECK
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Faculty Senate sets goals for new year
by Katie Simmons
The BC News
The Faculty Senate will have a
new chairwoman and
some new Issues to explore,
but will continue to discuss
concerns from
last year.
Dorothy
Behllng, associate professor
of applied human ecology, said a primary con-

cern of the senate Is to economize
the time spent on the senate
agenda during meetings.
"We want to try our best to
'speed along', so to speak, the
agenda so we can have more time
at the end for the concerns of the
faculty," Behling said.
The first senate meeting of the
academic year will take place
Sept. 13 at 2JO p.m.
Discussions for Ideas to conserve the senate's time will be
addressed In a Senate Executive
Committee meeting which will
take place within the next week.
"We In no way want to cut off
any debates within the faculty -

we want everyone to have the
opportunity to speak and this in
no way will affect that," Behling
said.
Other concerns and Issues Include the hopes that technological advances on the campus will
Improve commuting for the faculty at the Flrelands college.
"I couldnt believe bow much
time faculty members spent
commuting back and forth, not
only In relation to the faculty
senate, but on a regular basis,"
said Veronica Gold, Senate secretary.
Gold said she hopes new technological construction and other

advances can change the burden
for faculty and staff.
The Senate will try to create a
system of communications
among the faculty members
throughout the state of Ohio,
whether it be through e-mail or
some other system. In lopes that
similiar concerns among chairpersons may be addressed more
efficiently, Behling said.
The Senate will also address
academic reconfiguration, which
involves the possibility of a college, school, department, program. Institution or center at the
University possibly undergoing
modification In an organizational

structure within the program.
The universal Idea of academic
reconfiguration would serve to
enhance the educational aspect
of the University.
An ongoing topic of the Senate
Is the previously-formed Ad Hoc
Committee made up last year by
former chairman Benjamin
Muego to study and research the
faculty Inequalities on campus.
"At this time we are completing the final part of the whole
study," Behling said. "The rough
draft form of the study results
will go into completed form
shortly and will be distributed to
both senators and faculty."

by Katie Simmons
The BG News

Members of the new freshman class get an opportunity to bump
Into one another, literally, at a scheduled orientation activity at the

Ice Arena last Monday. The event was open to all students from 9
p.m. to midnight.

Be Safe! Group acts as student voice
Astrology, Tarot,
& Palm Readings
Reading by Appt.
Crystals, Books, Jewelry

Incense, Oils, and
Much More!
Mon.-Thurs. 11-6
Fri&Sat. 11-8

143-C E. Wooster
(behind Madhatter)
354-4015

Jacoby has been at the University for 13 years and has been involved In a variety of research
projects. Including a recent
national survey of public opinion
on punishment for criminal
offenses, which was funded by
the U.S. Department of Justice,
Bureau of Justice Statistics.

University professor
to research prison

Slip slidin' away

!J(cUeidoscope

Behling looks toward to an exciting year in respect to the Faculty Senate and its new and veteran members.
Individuals Involved with conducting the interviews will have
prior experience with the mental
health system.

OSA represents all public universities across state
by Robin Coe
The BG News
While the Undergraduate Student Government represents UniversiCtTii0
ty students, the
tttf
Ohio Student
IVWJWilUW Alt
Association STUMS* WftXtMVtt
serves to represent all students at Ohio
public universities.
Student interests are represented state-

fc>G.

The Obsidian
is holding an
informational meeting

Tuesday, Aug. 30 9p.m.
304 Moseley
The African-American news
publication is inviting new and old
members to join our staff.
Call Terre at 354-6011
for more information

wide through college representatives in the Ohio Student Association to ensure Ohio maintain a
high standard of education.
OSA Is a coalition order of the
13 state universities. Each university has two representatives.
USG President Jennifer Mathe
has served with OSA for two
years when she was National
State Community Affairs chairperson. She will serve again this
year as USG president University student Amanda Applegate
will serve as the second representative.
OSA allows students to have
direct lobbying representation In
Columbus, Mathe said.
"[The University] has become
a very strong leader In OSA"
said Mathe.

She said the University has had
a strong voice on issues since
1992, when students protested
Gov. George Volnovich's budget
cuts proposal

In addition to teaching, a University professor will spend
some time in prison this year not as an Inmate, but as a
researcher.
Associate Professor of sociology Joseph Jacoby has received a
funding or $49,124 from the Ohio
Department of Mental Health
which he will use to research how
mentally 111 offenders make the
transition from prison life to
community life.
"I served as a research fellow
for a year and a half for the Ohio
Department of Mental Health,
and I learned of the kinds of
problems that people in prisons
go through," Jacoby said.
After serving prison terms, or
being released on probation, not
much is known about what happens to prisoners once they reenter the community.
Jacoby said he hopes his 2 1/2
years of study - which will begin
Sept. 1 - can help researchers
understand what happens to
these individuals at the time of
release.

"OSA is ""■V'ng sure student
Interests are being served,"
Mathe said.
OSA deals with any concerns at
any of the universities and works
closely with USG and other student governments on many Issues.
"Almost everything USG sees
as important OSA picks up on,"
Mathe said.

Within his research,
Jacoby said he plans to evaluate
and document the lives and actions of 30 mentally ill offenders
and observe what kinds of assistance will make a difference in
their lives after they have been
released from a penitentiary.
"The ultimate purpose for the
state Is to provide services and
support to make a greater difference and allow a better adjustment within the community In
order for an eventual attempt to
be self-supportive," he said.
Those prisoners in the study
will participate in a project before their release. Once released,
they will partake in a weekly
Interview during their first two
months outside of the prison, followed by monthly Interviews for
one year.

Crash

Continued from page one.

Continued from page one.

Ind.; full-size Chevrolet and CMC
pickups; 2,500 employees.
• Oshawa No. 1, Oshawa, Ontario; Chevrolet I-umina and
Monte Carlo; 3,000 employees.
• Oshawa Truck, Oshawa, Ontario; full-size Chevrolet and
GMC pickups; 4,300 employees.
&

2, IjaMBMt

Mich.; midsize and compact
Buick, Oldsmoblle, Pontiac and
Chevrolet cars; 6,650 employees.
(Two plants.)
• Bowling Green, Ky.; Chevrolet Corvette; 1,000 employees.
• DoraviUe, Ga; Oldsmoblle
Cutlass; 2,000 employees.
Because a UAW strike caused
the shutdowns, UAW workers at
those plants are not eligible for
the supplemental benefits they
normally would get during a
layoff. They are eligible for
whatever unemployment benefits are provided in the states
where they live.

f

nant wife Kathy Skaggs were en
route from their hometown of
Virginia Beach, Va. to Toledo.
The FAA was on the scene all
day and will be back Friday
morning to finish up the Investigation, according to Mike
Blalr of the sheri ff s office.
"(The FAA] got the majority of
what they needed at the scene,"
Blalr said. 'The Investigation
should be done Friday, and then
they will present their facts to
the [FAA] board."
The plane has been moved
from the crash site and Skaggs is
now with his wife In Toledo, according to Blalr.
Mrs. Skaggs was treated In the
emergency room for a broken
arm and was released Wednesday from the Wood County Hospital, eCOOHBt to hospital of n-

SATURDAY

ALL EDUCATION
MAJORS

Alternative

STUDENT TEACHING
SPRING SEMESTER, 1995 OR FALL
SEMESTER, 1995
You arc required to attend a sign-up
and information meeting:

Frank
Allison

WEDNESDAY, AUGUST 31, 1994
COMMUNITY SUITE, UNIVERSITY
UNION
Meetings at:
030. 9:30,10 30,11:30a.m.
1:30, 2:30. 3 30, 4:30 pm

need to do is prevent the
prisoners from cycling back
through the mental and criminal
system."

Strike

• I-annlng 1

The proposal meant higher tuition fees for students. OSA representatives and students went to
Columbus to protest the cuts.

"We know [prisoners] have
problems," he said. "What we

,

and The

KNOW YOUR SPRING COURSE(S)
NEEDED TO TAKE WITH STUDENT
TEACHING AND ALSO YOUR ON
CAMPUS MAILBOX NUMBER1

ODD SOX

ATTEND ONE MEETING!

353-0988

104 S. Main St.

City
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Sunshine Foundation hosts race
ourt

Athletic events allow physically challenged to compete
by Nicola Pinkuck
The BC News
A Maumee children's home
will give physically challenged
residents of Northwest Ohio the
opportunity to feel like olympians this weekend.
The Sunshine Foundation will
host the Third Annual Special
Olympics' Developmental
Aquatics and Cycling Race Saturday from 10 a.m. to 4 p.m.
This olymplc-style event offers
a chance for the physically chal-

lenged to compete in athletics,
said Douglas Siebenaler, director
of development at The Sunshine
Foundation.
"The developmental games
consist of competitive and noncompetitive events that are adapted to meet the needs of athletes with developmental disabilities," Siebenaler said.
The age range of participants
Is from 10 to 25, with about 90 to
100 people taking part, he said.
"There will be three-wheel cycle races with various distances.

depending on the functional abil- support in the past. Among those
ity of people," Siebenaler said. contributing their time are
"Swimming races will be geared Greek organizations, Saturday
toward each individual's func- Clinic and Con Rail.
tioning ability."
The event would not be possiVolunteers will be trained at
ble without volunteer support, the site, Kelso said.
said Pam Kelso, volunteer coor"There is some general oriendinator. Kelso said she Is count- tation as well as specific training
ing on area service organizations on the morning before the games
to help surpass last year's total of begin for the volunteers," SieISO volunteers.
benaler said.
According to Kelso, communiThere is a lot to be learned
ty and University organizations from helping the physically chalhave provided a great deal of lenged, according to Kelso.

Volunteers needed for arts festival
Organizers plan to be 'swamped' during this year's festivities
by Nicole Pinkuch
The BC News
The 1994 Black Swamp Arts
Festival Is In
search of help
to make the
second MUMMI
event as successful as last
year.
About 300
volunteers are
needed to work
at the event in a
variety of capacities Sept. 9-11, according to

Janice Harris, volunteer coor- Aug. 30 in the basement of Hundinator.
tington Bank, 130 South Main St
Harris said interested people
Although 250 volunteers from only need to make one of the sesthe community and University sions, whichever is most convenworked hard last year, many ient
Harris said there will be two
more are needed this year, Harstages at the Festival with perris said.
forming acts that will change
"We need people to work the hourly. The Kind and Big Dave
information booth, sell raffle and and the Ultrasonics will be perbeer tickets, cook food, work as forming on Friday Sept 9, she
stagehands, set up on Saturday said. Main Street will be closed
morning and clean up on Sunday with artists and their work lining
night," Harris said.
the street
Volunteers will be trained at
"This is not like a craft fair,"
orientation meetings at 7 p.m. Harris said. "We will have a wide

variety of high-quality art"
The Wood County Park District
is sponsoring a youth art area
again at the Festival with "handson activities for children," she
said.
"The varied artists added a
new dimension to the festival,"
said Marilyn Lange, a volunteer
from last year."I thought the
whole thing was very wellorganized.
"It's satisfying because you're
working with quality people,"
Lange added."Go prepared to
have a good time and work."

Bacteria levels increase in Ohio waters
The Associated Press
TOLEDO - Thinking about swimming at
Maumee Bay State Park to beat the heat ?
Think again.
For the second time this year, children and
the elderly are being advised to stay out of
the water because of high bacteria levels.
Conditions do not look much better at
other Lake Erie beaches, the state Health
Department said Thursday.
"We've seen an increase In bacteria in
beaches all along the shoreline," said Steven
Binns, the department's recreation director.
The department on Wednesday Issued a
water-quality advisory for the Maumee
park. Water advisory signs are posted when
a five-week average of samples shows more
than 200 fecal conform colonies per 100 milli liters of water.
The sample taken this week at Maumee
Bay showed a count of 620, pushing the fiveweek average to 211.

Fecal coliform is an Indicator of human or
animal waste. Contact with high levels of the
bacteria can lead to diarrhea and other intestinal disorders. The very young and the
very old are the most susceptible.
Bums traced the problem to several factors.
He said a shift to northerly winds has kept
the water against the shore rather than allowing it to migrate out Into Lake Erie to
"get a good mix"
High temperatures - such as this week's
mid- to high 80s - also cause the bacteria
levels to rise.
"Beyond that, when you have a lot of rain,
like we've had this summer, you have a lot of
runoff from sewage treatment plants and
storm sewers. And all that runoff empties
Into the lake," he said.
He said the fecal coliform count has gone
up this week at just about all the beaches
along Lake Erie, especially in Ottawa

County. Only Maumee Bay State Park has
exceeded the limit
Warning signs also were posted at
Maumee In July.
Binns said the health department does not
close beaches but only recommends that
local officials post warnings when the water
quality is bad.
Still, beach businesses are suffering.
Jeff Taylor and his brother, Joe, rent boats
and take people parasailing.
They have passed around fliers to try to
convince people that there is little contact
between the water and rider.
"A lot of people say, 'Isn't the water contaminated?' You can tell them everything
you want, but that sticks in their head. I'm in
the water eight to 10 hours a day. There's
nothing wrong with me," Jeff Taylor said
With Labor Day weekend approaching, he
said, "I'm worried. We're counting on a last
hurrah."

lotter
• On July 20, Leslie Aaron
Smith, 33, of Perrysburg, was
given three years of probation
for two counts of passing bad
checks, fourth degree
felonies. His original sentences of a $1000 fine plus court
costs and two years incarceration in the Ohio Department of
Rehabilitation and Correction
were suspended.
<* The following incidents
occurred on July 29.
• Otis King, 41, of Toledo
pleaded guilty to grand theft, a
third degree felony. He was
sentenced to two years incarceration in the Ohio Department of Rehabilitation and
Correction.
• Ronald E. Judy, 21, of
Oregon, had his May 13 sen-

'BG Choices" Meal Plan
DONT LEAVE YOUR
STOMACH TO CHANCE.
THIS YEAR LET CAMPUS
DINING SERVICES HELP
WITH THE COOKING.
TRY THE 'BG CHOICES"
PLAN, AND WE'LL DO
THE DISHES!

COST: $100 minimum (carrys over to spring semester).
TO PURCHASE: Complete a contract form and return it
with payment to the Office of the Bursar.
BG Choices meal plan contract forms 81 information
available at:
Food Operations. 100 Centrex
University Union Information Desk
Commuter Center, Moseley Hall
Office of the Bursar, Administration Bldg.
Off Campus Housing Office, 425 Student Services

^•gsBS^W ^
SPECIALS

WOOD COUNTY PARK ADVENTURE
SATURDAY AUG. 27

$

Zo0

Bring in a friend or family today!

BOWLING GREEN STATE UNIVERSITY THEATRE PASS
Run for Your Wife
Arden of Feversham
Shadowlands
jMfiiids

.Bar B-Q
Rib

October 5-8 (8pm); October 9 (2 pm)
October 26-29 (8pm) & October 30 (2 pm)
November 9-12 (8pm); Nov. 13 (2 pm)
Nov. 30-Dec. 3 (8pm) & Dec. 4 (2 pm)
February 15-18 (8pm) & Feb. 19 (2 pm)

The Good Woman of
Selzuan
Children of a Lesser
Mar. 3&4 (8pm). A FAIRMONT THEATRE
God
Of the DEAF PRODUCTION
Dancing at Lughnasa March 8-11 (8pm) & March 12 (2 pm)
March 31 and April 1 (7:30 pm)
Brothers Grimm &
the Pintails
Macbeth
April 5-8 (8pm) & April 9 (2 pm)
Passes can be ordered or purchased in the Theatre Dept.. 322
South Hall, (419)372-2222. It does not include elsewhere
productions sponsored by the Theatre
Department.
$28 ORDER YOUR PASS TODAY!
Adults
$18 TAKE ADVANTAGE OF THIS
Students
Senior Citizens $18 SAVINGS!

§|jj?

20% OFF
Good Towards
purchase of 1 pair
of regularly priced
earings, in stock

* Sept 4 & 5
* Sign up at 330 Union
* Deadline: Aug 29,5:00 pm
* only $95.00

only
Bring In Coupon

Engraving, Jewelry repair

Void after 10/30/94

watch batteries installed

BGSU Recycles*:
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Aluminum t Steel Beverage and Food Cans
Clear, Brown and Green Glass (sorted)
Plastic Bottles #1 and #2
Newspaper, Phone and Course Books
Magazines
Corrugated Cardboard
Food Waste

"Not ol items recycled in on areas

BURSARABLE!

128 N. MAM ST.
BOWLING GREEN. OH 43402
(411)3634001

I

ef Check It Out

WHITEWATER RAFTING!
(on the New River in West Virginia)

Roast
Beef

Welcome New & Returning Students!

SEE WHAT ALL THE CONTROVERSY'S ABOUT!
A Savings Coupon

I

I Mashed potatoes & Gravy I

For more info call fiSfil® office at 372-2343

ft.'Downtovm
Tradition Since 1918

• Harvey Schmeider Jr., 44,
of Toledo, pleaded guilty to
drug abuse, a third degree
felony. He received a suspended one and a half year
sentence and three years' probation.

for Qff-Campus 81 Commuter Students

"THE BEST ENTERTAINMENT VALUE IN TOWN-

Don't Drink And Drive!

tence suspended after being
convicted of corruption of a
minor and sexual battery. He
will be placed on shock probation for three years.
• Duane Piper, 28, of Bluffton, violated his probation for
breaking and entering and
criminal imaging He was
ordered to continue on probation for an additional year and
to serve 25 days of local imprisonment with the option to
apply for work release.

for more info call
UAO info line at 372-7164
at 372-2343

tfiJ

Call the BGSU Recycling Hotline for
more information: 372-8909

National
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Senate unresolved about health care
Foley conceded earlier in the
week that Congress may have to
settle for "initial" steps on the
WASHINGTON - Despite a road to the type of comprehenvow to keep the Senate in session sive reform that Clinton and
until It vote* on health reform, Democratic leaders originally
Majority Leader George Mitchell wanted.
said today hell let lawmakers go
Several aides, speaking on
home for a summer vacation.
condition of anonymity, said a
It was not clear when the Sen- break In the Senate schedule unate would finish work on a crime til Sept. 12 was possible. Until rebill that has become a partisan cent days, Mitchell had been saybattleground. But whenever that ing he would keep the Senate in
happens, Mitchell said, "it would session six days a week until the
be my Intention then to have the health reform measure was acted
Senate adjourn until after Labor on.
Day."
But the Senate has been abOfficials said a core group of sorbed all week on a crime bill.
senators and staff would use the
Some Democratic senators
time to try to work on a health re- suggested a break was designed
form compromise measure that to pressure Republicans into
would fall well short of President permitting passage of that
Clinton's original goal of uni- measure, out of fear they'd othversal coverage.
erwise have to confront angry
In the House, lawmakers have constituents demanding its pasalready been sent home for the sage. Republicans say they want
summer, and Speaker Thomas to strengthen the measure, not

by Nancy Mnac

The Associated Press

strip out an assault-weapons ban
as Democrats charge.
But even without the distraction of the crime measure, a
break in the Senate's schedule
would merely provide additional
evidence of the extent to which
the health reform drive has bogged down.

Proponents claim It would
achieve coverage of roughly 92
percent of the population bringing Insurance to roughly half the
39 million Americans who now go
without
Numerous other sticky Issues
remain Including what type of
standard medical benefits If any

"[Senators should] look at the real world instead of
the kind of ideological box that they have put themselves in and do something that will work."
President Clinton, on health care reform
Mitchell's own plan, designed
to achieve 95 percent coverage
by 2000, has come under heavy
fire, and a group of about 20 Republicans and Democrats have
been laboring over a "mainstream" alternative they hope
can eventually form the basis for
a compromise.

to require; what type of taxes to
levy, how deeply to cut Medicare
and Medicaid; and whether to
provide prescription drug benefits for the elderly.
At the White House, aides minimized the Importance of any
Senate delay on health reform.

Father
receives
child's
heart

Mitchell has been under pressure for weeks to permit senators a summer break. But even as
he moved toward one, some key
senators said it was a mistake.
"I think going home doesn't
help," said Sen. John Breaux,
D-La., a leader of the bipartisan
"mainstream" group. He said
people are "scared to death"
about what a health bill will do to
them.

by Jennifer Loven
The Associated Press
ROYAL OAK, Mich. - For
Chester Szuber, it was the
gift of life, but at a coat so
dear he almost did not accept It The youngest of his
six children - an exuberant
22-year-old nursing student
-had been killed in a car
accident and It quickly became clear her heart could
be his.
The family had little time
to decide. Patti Szuber had
insisted she wanted her organs donated If she died.
Her mother could not
bear the thought of the

Breaux also chastised Clinton
for comments on Wednesday
pushing his call to have businesses finance 80 percent of the
cost of worker insurance.
In comments to a B'nai Bt>rith
meeting by satellite, President
Clinton criticized moderate and
conservative legislators for opposing his proposal that companies pay for their workers'
health insurance.

Poll reveals adults' Rough weather slows Cubans
views of education Rain, lightning, thunder, winds cause refugees to wait
byEdMcCullough
The Associated Press

by Harry F. Rosanthal
The Associated Press
WASHINGTON - Despite statistics pointing to a steady decrease In the nation's overall crime rate, adults see fighting, violence and gangs as the biggest problem confronting public
schools, a Gallup poll said Thursday.
The favored solution by 86 percent of those polled - stronger
penalties for student possession of weapons.
"For all the hoopla In the national press, there Is no crime
wave In America - except among blacks," said a report by Phi
Delta Kappa, a professional fraternity for educators, which
commissioned the 26th annual poll from Gallup.
Murder rates for whites actually decreased between 1968 and
1994, it said, citing federal statistics, but "the rate among blacks
Increased by 65 percent."
As a reflection of that, 31 percent of nonwhites voted fighting,
violence and gangs as the biggest problem in public schools. The
category and "lack of discipline" shared top billing as concerns
of 18 percent of all the 1,326 adults surveyed by Gallup.
Ranked next as the biggest problems with which their public
schools must deal were lack of proper financial support, drug
abuse and standards or quality of education. In the 1993 poll,
lack of financial support was listed first
"The message of this Gallup poll is that members of Congress
need to free the crime bill and stop dillydallying around," said
Education Secretary Richard W. Riley. American parents, he
said, want "some sense that schools are getting the help they
need to end the violence.
"Learning Is compromised In schools that are not safe - our
children deserve an education that is not compromised," he said.
Phi Delta Kappa is a professional fraternity for men and
women in education. It has 678 chapters throughout the United
States and Canada, and chapters overseas.

Undergraduate Student
Government

HAVANA - Rough weather Thursday did what
U.S. policymakers have failed to do - slow the
flood of Cuban refugees attempting the treacherous voyage to Florida on homemade rafts.
After days of bright sunshine and calm seas,
gray clouds rolled In with heavy rains, lightning
and thunder. Winds whipped the Caribbean into
white caps.
"We'll wait We're not crazy," said Luis Lazaro, a
28-year-old electrician among the people waiting
at Cojimar Beach outside Havana. He sat beside
two rafts he hoped would carry him and eight
friends to Florida.
A grim reminder of the risks - apparently pieces
of a broken raft or bodies - bobbed a half-mile off
shore.
Any respite In the refugee exodus that is straining relations between the two countries looked to
be brief. The driving issues are hunger and unemployment and Cuba's economy will be just as flat
when the sun reappears.
The refugee surge began earlier this month
when President Fidel Castro stopped arresting Illegal immigrants. In a televised address to Cuba's
people Wednesday night, Castro said the door still
is open.
"We told our border guards to make their operations more flexible in respect to illegal exits," he
said.
He even Invited Americans to bring boats to pick
up family members and buy fuel In energy-short
Cuba. But the Clinton administration has threatened to confiscate any U.S. boats that carry people
out of Cuba,

"It's like two giants fighting, Cuba and the
United States," said Salvador Ramos, a one-legged
man sitting near a plaza In colonial old Havana.
"It's people who lose, those poor rafters."
At Cojimar Beach, Lazaro said, "One opens the
door and the other shuts it It's crazy politics. What
do they want, people to die?"
The drama has not transfixed the 11 million people on this island. Most seem aware of what Is going on, but it is accepted as much with resignation
as with indignation.

WEaLGOMl BACK

352 - 9951

TOTF E

«oHo***
DON'T MISS THE BIG

When They Arcnt In The Studio,
Biiticn U Opening Up For Cheap
Trick In The Toledo £ Detroit
Area. Check Them Out At
Howard's Club H

Mon. August 29.
7:30 McFall Center
Open to the Public!
»Pool

'Video Games

Leader in Quick Service Food Industry seeking team
players for opening, closing and all shifts in between.

*Ping Pong

Free meals and uniforms are provided for you. Put
your people skills to work for you and apply today!
Starting at above minimum wage!
McDonald's Restaurants:
1050 South Main
or
1470 East Wooster
ei9WMcooniid-iCofpcMiion

Bowling Greon, OH

IQA

FALL MCNie

SAT. AUG. 27 FROM 3-6PM IN THE
GRASSY AREA BY OLSCAMP HALL
«Pinball

RAINDATE: SUNDAY. SAME TIME. SAME PLACE

The Buckeye Room ^
at the University Union

Hiring for Monday through Sunday positions. We
offer flexible hours to work with your busy schedules.

KD6NT

ASSOCIA' ION

BLITZEN

will convene

His daughter's death on a
mountain road In Tennessee came while she was on a
trip with a friend before
her return to nursing
school.

This seems partly due to state-controlled news
media. No photos of Cubans building rafts or saying tearful goodbyes appear in the state-owned
newspapers, virtually the only ones Cubans see.
State-run television and radio also Ignore the situation

Voted Best Bar In Wood
County 1994
August 2S, 26,27

General Assembly

=>USG USG USG USG USG USG USG USG«

Castro blamed the refugee problem on the U.S.
government, which he said has encouraged Illegal
immigration for years by throttling legal visas to a
trickle while welcoming Illegal arrivals. He also
cited the three-decade-old U.S. trade embargo,
which has undermined Cuba's never-robust economy.
"No one can blame us for this situation," the
famously long-winded leader said in a 2 1/2 hour
address. "The government of Cuba is the first to
lament the lives that have been lost" at sea.
U.S. officials retorted that Cuba's economic
woes are of Castro's own making. They also rejected his call for talks on refugees, the embargo
and other Issues.
In Cuba, those who want to flee and those who
would stay criticized both governments.

|-|oward's club(-|
210 N Main

risky surgery claiming her

husband as well. Chester
Szuber thought ahead to the
unwanted attention the rare
procedure would bring to
their grieving family.
In the end it was his decision. "It would be a joy to
have Patti's heart," Patti's
brother, Bob Szuber, remembers his frail father
saying.
Parti's heart was flown
from the Tennessee hospital where she had died only
hours earlier to Michigan
Monday, where it was Implanted and restarted In her
father.
Chester Szuber, 58, was
off a breathing machine by
the morning after the surgery and was In good condition Thursday, said Dr. Jeffrey Altshuler, who performed the transplant
operation
Chester Szuber Is expected to leave the William
Beaumont Hospital in
Royal Oak within two
weeks, to lead "essentially
a normal lifestyle," Altshuler said.

»WH
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Now thru Sept. 7
7 p.m.- midnight
$5.00 All Night for Bowling & Billiards
Must show valid Freshmen I.D.

Register to Win A
Bowling/ Billiards Pizza
Party for 10 people.
Call for more info. • 372-8071 at the Union
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Bengals Soccer scrimmages Top teams kick offseason
Oakland, Kenyon
claim
Broncos'
Johnson
by Rick Warner
The Associated Press

by Christian Pelutl
The BC News

The Associated Press
CINCINNATI - The Cincinnati Bengals claimed
tight end Reggie Johnson
on waivers Thursday from
the Denver Broncos.
Rookie linebacker Steve
Shine, who has a groin InJury, was placed on injured
reserve to make room for
Johnson on the roster.
Johnson, a fourth-year
player from Florida State,
started 12 games for the
Broncos last year, missing
three with Injuries. He
caught 20 passes for 243
yards and one touchdown.
"He's a good-sized, young
guy with a nice overall
package," Bengals scout
Jim Lippinoott said "He's
got good hands and runs
nice routes.''
General manager Mike
Brown said Johnson gives
the Bengals another passing-receiving threat downfield
"He has a lot oT qualities
that should help us," Brown
said. "He's a little faster
than what we've had here at
that position lately, and that
will be a plus. I think he'll

play a goodly amount for
us."
Shine, from Northwestern, was the first of
two Bengals' third-round
choices In the 1994 NFL
draft He has been sidelined
with the groin Injury since
the first week of training
camp.

The term "scrimmage" may
conjure up images of disorganized coaches stopping sloppilyplayed games, walking pinneyclad players through their mistakes, with those players desperately trying to draw the coach's
praise.
That mental picture may be
true of recreational, even high
school, soccer, but at the Division
I level, scrimmages, like the ones
Bowling Green Is hosting on Saturday against Oakland and Monday against Kenyon, needs to
satisfy certain criteria for
coaches.

"We try and put as many
players on the field to evaluate
and assess in a match-related situation," said head coach Gary
Palmisano. "But we don't want to
substitute too much. We want the
guys to get comfortable and get
some continuity."
With many freshmen in position to make an impact this year,
it is Important to discover where
players fit best
"It's vital we find out as much
about the team as possible without Jeapordizlng the team," said
Palmisano. "That means we want
to challenge them physically and
mentally but maintain their
health."

if we slump. Every game isn't do
or die By winning our conference, we can host an NCAA playIn game.
"We can also use camp as more
of a teaching-learning time and
set a foundation from a more tactical setting," he added.
BG Is still searching for a formation that fits the team and its
personnel.
"Our defense needs to Improve. It [the defense] should be
the springboard for our attack, so
our formation should limit the
opponents' offensive opportunties and trigger our attack, which
I believe should be more potent
this year with more, different
players contributing."
In the next two scrimmages,
both Oakland and Kenyon have
had great success in Divisions II
and III, respectively, each reaching the Final Four sometime In
the past five years.
"Both programs will provide
us with a quality opponent," said
Palmisano. "They will enable us
to see what we do well and what
adjustments we need to make."
Saturday's game against Oakland will start at 2 p.m. and Monday's matchup with Kenyon be
gins at 3:30 p.m.

nUSG
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This year's college football
opener almost was last year's
closer.
Nebraska and West Virginia,
the only major teams that didn't
lose a regular-season game in
1993, play Sunday afternoon in
the Klckoff Classic at Giants
Stadium in East Rutherford, NJ.
Some people thought the Cornhuskers and Mountaineers
should have met for the national
championship last New Year's
night In the Orange Bowl. But
once-beaten Florida State was
invited to play the Cornhuskers,
and the Seminoles won the
national title with an 18-16 victory.
West Virginia settled for a Sugar Bowl showdown against Florida, which routed the Mountaineers 41-7.
Now, instead of playing for the
national championship, the No. 4
Cornhuskers and No. 24 Mountaineers will play the first game
of college football's 125th season.

Both teams have key players
returning, but Nebraska has
more of them.
Thirteen Cornhusker starters
are back, including option QB wiz
Tommie Frazler, four offensive

USG

USG

linemen, leading receiver Abdul
Muhammad, All-Big Eight defensive tackle Terry Connealy and
standout linebacker Ed Stewart
Frazler, a Junior who has started 19 straight games, is an elusive runner who has worked hard
to improve his passing.
"He's a great player," said
West Virginia coach Don Nehlen.
"He could easily be the Heisman
Trophy winner."
Quarterback is a question
mark for Nehlen, who must replace 1993 starter Jake Kelchner
and backup Darren Studstill.
Sophomore Chad Johnston, who
threw only IS passes last season,
will make his first college start
against Nebraska.
"He'll have to grow up quick,"
Nehlen said
Much of the offensive burden
will fall on junior tailback Robert
Walker, who rushed for a schoolrecord 1,250 yards last season.
However, the Mountaineers may
not have to score too many points
if their veteran defense lives up
to expectations.
"They've got a lot of size and
strength," said Nebraska
offensive tackle Rob Zatechka.
"They look a lot like us."
Not quite. Had they played last
year, it probably would have
been a close game. But this year
Nebraska has a big edge, espe-

OPENING WORSHIP
CELEBRATION!
UNIVERSITY LUTHERAN
CHAPEL
1124EastWoosterSt.
SUNDAY, AUGUST 28,10:30 A.M.
Join us for informal worship
as we pray for God's blessings
on the new school year.
THEN STAY FOR OUR
FREE PIZZA PARTY!
EVERYONE WELCOME!

*,

for the

Undergraduate Student
Government

This year's creation of an actual Mid-American Conference
championship for soccer has
enabled Palmisano to try
different things in camp and not
press his players as much as he
has in the past.

are now available in

405 Student Services

"It used to be that if we lost our
first two games, we would have
no chance at the postseason,"
said Palmisano. "Now, with the
conference status. It wont kill us

Fresno State has a huge gap to
fill at quarterback, where record-setting passer Trent Dilfer
left for the NFL after his junior
year. Sophomore Adrian Claiborne Is slated to start against
13-polnt favorite Ohio State.
"It seems like they're going to
put pressure on me whether I
want it or not," Claiborne said
The Bulldogs, who went 8-4 last
season and shared the Western
Athletic Conference title, upset
Southern Cal 24-7 In the 1992
Freedom Bowl at Anaheim Stadium. Their next trip to the stadium wont be so successful.

,,
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District Senator Petitions

cially at quarterback.
The Cornhuskers are favored
by 16 1/2 points. ... NEBRASKA
31-14.
The second game of the season
takes place Monday night, when
No. 20 Ohio State plays Fresno
State In the Pigskin Classic at
Anaheim, Calif.
Ohio State lost AU-American
defensive tackle Dan Wilkinson
and leading rusher Raymont
Harris from last year's 10-1-1
team that tied for the Big Ten title. But the Buckeyes still have a
lot of talent, including all-league
selections Joey Galloway
(receiver), Korey Stringer
(offensive tackle) and Lorenzo
Styles (linebacker).

Make a Difference !
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The BG News
CLASSIFIED DISPLAY: 1" OK 2" ADS
1"(8 line Maximum) $6.50 per Insertion
2'( 16 line maximum) $12.95 per Insertion
DEADLINE:

One day prior lo publication, 4 p m
(Th» BC rVsws Is not responsible lor postal service delays)

RATES:

par ad are $.S0 par Ma. $2.40 minimum.
$60 estra par ad lor bald bee.
App'oximatey 35 4 5 spaces par Una.

PREPAYMENT: H required lor all non-university retateo businesses ano indivKluais

NOTICE:
Tne 8G tows will not ba responsible tor arror dua to iiieg-oiiity or ncom plate miormatlon. Please coma lo 204
west Hall immeaaieiy II mere is an arror In your ad. ThsBG Maws win noi ba rasponslbia tor typographical
errors In classifiad ads tor mora tnan two consecutive insertion s
Tha BG ntsws reserves me right to release me names ot ino. viduais who place advertising In The BG Naws.
The decision on whether to release this Intormaoon shall ba made by the management of The BG Maws. The
purpose ol this poHcy Is to discourage the placement of advertising that may ba cruel or unnecessarily
embarrassing to Individuals or organizations. Case, ot fraud can be prosecuted

The BA II PLUS has unique display
prompts thai guide you through
problems ll offers basic business
functions like time-value-of-money.
Plus, it delivers cash flow analysis
for internal rate of return (IRR).
Net present value (NPV). Bond
calculations Depreciation.
Advanced statistics.

CLASSIFIED MAIL ORDER FORM
NAME (Print).
ADDRESS _
PIDN#or ACCOUNT #
(For billing purposes only)

PHONE#.

Please PRINT your ad clearly, EXACTLY how you wish it to appear:
(Circle words you wish to appear in bold type)

Classification in which you wish your ad to appear:
Campus & City Events*
Lost and Found
Rides
. Services Offered
. Personals

Dollars And Sense.
. Wanted
. Help Wanted
. For Sale
. For Rent

* Campus/City Event Ads: (1.00/ 1ft day with a 35 word limit. Subsequent dayi regular rate.

Dates to appear

Total number of days to appear

Mail to: (On or Off-Campus Mail)
The BG News
204 West Hall BCSU
Bowling Green, Ohio 43403
(Checks payable to The BC News)

Management, marketing, finance or accounting major? You
know dollars and cents. Get a BA II PLUS" Calculator from Texas
Instruments. It's designed for students and professionals and
recommended by professors. Or try the BA-35, our most affordable
model for time-value-of-money and one-variable statistics.
If you're in the financial fast lane, TI Business Calculators
make the most sense. Try one at your local TI retailer today, or
for more information, call 1-800-TI-CARES.
EXTENDING

YOUR

REACH"

, - TEXAS
*

INSTRUMENTS

Phone: 372-2601
r-nuil U c«fM • l*bty u <om

In CuuhU. nil 1 800 Ml 2007

<
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Bengals' Klingler Perkins breaks two world records
looking to survive
by Robert Mlllward
The Associated Press

byJoiKiy
The Associated Press
CINCINNATI - It's no
longer just a question of
whether David Klingler can
get the Cincinnati Bengals Into
the end zone. Now there's a
question of whether he can
survive.
The winless Bengals head
into their final exhibition
game with a totally reconstructed offensive line. None
of the five linemen will be at
his usual position Friday night
against the Detroit Lions (2-1).
That's not a good position
for Klingler, who has yet to
lead the offense to a touchdown this year and has been
repeatedly hit hard. The
offense managed just one field
goal in the team's intrasquad
scrimmage and hasnt reached
the end zone In six-plus quarters behind the third-year
quarterback.
The Bengals have scored
just five touchdowns in their
three exhibition losses - two
on interception returns and
three behind backup Jay
Schroeder. There's urgency to
finally get into the end zone
before the season opener
against Cleveland.
"We've stayed longer, studied harder," Klingler said
Thursday. "We're trying to cut
down on assignment errors.
We need to score for confidence, to get a little bit of
momentum going into the
Cleveland game.

VICTORIA, British Columbia The Commonwealth Games
swimming competition was cruising along with no sign of a
world record In a so-called slow
pool.
So Kieren Perkins came up
with two in one race.
Under orders from his coach,
the Aussie freestyler went out to
break the 800 meters record on
the way to winning the 1,500 gold.

"We have to finish off
drives, score points, score
points on consecutive drives.
We need to start off the game
with a scoring drive, preferably a touchdown drive. Those
are all things that build confidence In the team and confidence In the offense."
There are more questions
than confidence for this
offense, the main reason the
Bengals are flirting with only
the second winless exhibition
season In franchise history.
The offense was playing
poorly enough before right
tackle Joe Walter - who started every game the past two
seasons - tore up his knee last
week at Philadelphia. He's out
for the season.
The Bengals signed unrestricted free agent Dave
Cadigan and moved everyone
around to try for the most
comfortable fit. They head
into the exhibition Friday on
just three days' practice.
Coach Dave Shula planned
to simplify the game plan
anyway to help get the offense
rolling.
"This is probably Just another good incentive to cut
back," Shula said.
The Lions probably will
have a diminished offense as
well. Running back Barry
Sanders has been sick and
isn't expected to play.

Use the Off-Campus Local Address Change form below to provide
Off-Campus residence and telephone number only.

To assure proper inclusion in the BGSU Telephone Directory,
please submit completed forms by

However.
H you do not yet know your Off-Campus Local telephone number (and you want It listed), please hold the
form until the telephone number is known.
(Every effort will be made to include in the Directory
forms received before 9:00 AM, Wednesday, August 31.)

Please mail or deliver the completed Off-Campus Local Address change form to the
Office of Registration and Records, 110 Administration Building
or drop off the form at one of the sites listed below.
Drop Locations:
University Union Information Desk
Off-Campus Student Center
Library Circulation Desk
Campus Bookstore
Administration Bldg, 1st Floor Hall
Office of Registration and Records
Off-Campus Housing
Off-Cam pus Local

RAPID PRINTING
IBM/MACINTOSH DTP • PHOTO CD ROM • SC ANN :NG
POSTSCRIPT OUTPUT'TICKETS • FLYERS • FORMS
NEWSLETTERS • BROCHURES • TABLE TENTS
RESUMES-POSTERS-BOOKLETS •INVITATIONS
PARTY SUPPUES • STATIONERY • RUBBER STAMPS

352-9118
Pledge Notice !!!!!!
Save 20% off
Any complete wood project
(includes paddles and letters)
Total savings between $4-$10!
Only At

Uu ma form only il OK-Ctmput LoeU Mdrtu Change or Correction » required.
Conuct M On-CvnpM Homing Otto a changa IMHMSf rmn or Gree* unit tOonus

Qtt|t

Student ID
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Australian swimmer Kieren Perkins leaps from the water after setting a new world record in the men's
1500-meter freestyle.

PERSONAL FRIENDLY SERVICE!

Monday, August 29,1994.

111

lometer for men and the 10K for
women.
The first cycling medal from
the velodrome went to Australian
Shane Kelly.
Australia's Michael Murphy
won the men's 3-meter springboard gold by a huge margin and
Canada's Anne Pellettier had a
Today's track schedule was comfortable victory in the womlimited to two walks, the 30-ki- en's 1-meter.

Perkins' time of 14 minutes,
41.66 seconds shaved 1.82 seconds off the mark he set In winning Olympic gold at Barcelona
In 1992.
His time at 800 was 7:46.00,
0.60 Inside the record he set at
Sydney in February 1992.
"Since the Olympics, I haven't
gone anywhere near by best
times," Perkins said. "I wanted to
get back to my best, to prove I'm
not washed up. People have been
saying it's a slow pool. I think It's
a good pool.
"Once I got the 800 I was feeling good. I was feeling pain but I
was still buoyed by the reaction
of the crowd. There was one hell
of a dull roar coming through the
water."
Dan Kowalski and Glen
Houseman followed Perkins
home for an Australian sweep of
the medals. The same thing happened in the women's 200 butterfly, won by Susan O'Neill ahead
of Hay ley Lewis and Julie Majer.
Matthew Dunn won the 200 individual medley, Karen Van Wirdum won the women's SO meters
freestyle, Nicole Stevenson took
gold In the 200 backstroke and

Detroit's second exhibition
game, a 16-7 loss to Cleveland,
showed how Important Sanders Is to the offense.

11
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Meyer of South Africa again finished second.
England's Rob Denmark won
the men's 5,000, countrywoman
Judy Oakes led an English 1-2 in
the women's shot put and defending titlist Michael Smith of Canada won the decathlon.

He took the 1,500 record, too.
"Before the race my coach
[John Carew] told me he wanted
me to break the 800, and ease
down over the next 700," Perkins
said. "Once I got there, I decided
to keep going.
"During the race I thought 'I'm
feeling good but I'm going to get
in trouble with my coach.'"
Perkins' gold medal in the pool
was the highlight of a day in the
pool when the Aussies could do
nothing wrong.
They swept all six golds and, in
two events, took all three medals.

Your Local Off-Campus address and telephone number
will be printed in the
BGSU Telephone Directory.

Street

the men's 400 medley relay team
also triumphed.
That increased Australia's take
for 32 events to 24 golds. England
won six, Canada one and New
Zealand one.
On the track, Scotland's
Yvonne Murray ran her first
10,000 meters In nine years and
wound up with the gold medal.
Olympic silver medalist Elana
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Zip
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200 S. Main Street

352-3148
SOLID 0AIC* UMLNUT

Address Change Form
Revised 28 July 1994

Signature and Dele

Bowling Green State University
Office of Registration and Record*
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CAMPUS EVENTS
" ARMY P.OTC DAY Matary ftmny, soholartlap IntormUon, refrethmenti, actlvrees. Friday Aug. 26. outside
Memorial Htf.
"BOWUNQODEENRAOn NEWSCD YOU MSS OUH FIRST MEETING? IT'S
NOT TO LATE TO JOWICAU 372-2354 FOR
MORE INFORMATION.
"YOUR NEWS SOURCE FOR THE tOt,Amarican kiaotutt ol ArcMactura Sudanis
F«ai meeting el the naw semester will ba
Wednesday. Aug. 31 at ».00pm in Rm. 127A at
ha Taw BMg. Thla It open to anyone ran
etlad in Architecture and m lolaied flaide.
•024 NEWS
Do you dream about a career In Broadcast
Newa? Join SO 24 NEWS new member mealing Monday Aug. 20 ti 9:00121 Weil Hall.
SO 24 NEWS
Bowling Green Gaming Society meeting hie
and every Friday 6PM. 222 Education Bug
Role-playing, magic Die gatiertng, morel AH
Welcome.

On Sun. afternoon BG RapStock on the lawn
outside Student ServcesBldg Be Therel

STUDENT ENVIRONMENTAL ACTION COALITION
FIRST MEETING TUESDAY. AUG. 30.
8:00PM AT THE UCF CENTER. CORNER OF
THURSTtN AND ROPE.
TRYOUTS FOR a>OSUS
PRECISION SK ATI NO TEAM
KE ARENA, 10 P.M.
6/38 AND 6/10

CHECKER'S PUB
Bartender, waitreaaee. floor wafkara.
809 S. Main. Apply between 3 5pm

Quality Steint and Coiiectiblet
Open thie Fn. end Sat. 12 noon
AH potltrt 81.00
166 S.Main 3534647.

Oidcare - Fell eem. io yr. old. M A W
230-epm. T 230-10pm. TH 2304pm. Tranap.
rag. 354-1506

The Beet Friday Night Happy Houra are at MI.
Muggt. Cheap been et a greet piecel Witi 25
cenl holdogt A 50 cent pi pi tllcee till 6pm

HORSEBACK RIDINO/TRAIL
RIDES/HIDING LESSONS' RESERVATIONS NECESSARY. SLIPPERY ELM RIDING RANCH, 13596 W. KRAMER RD . BOWLING GREEN, OH 419-3S3-5403

The foe Beer Happy Houra at Bratnaui
Friday 4pm-9pm
AiaoKamrkazitandSchnapptterSOoaniB.
TOUR GUMS
Mandatory Office cj Adrraiaoni Tour Guide
Meeting Tuea . Aug. 30 - 4 pm B 5:30 pm or
Wed.. Aug. 31 - 530 pm n 7 pm. McFal
Center Assembly Room.
Yean, right bakonairee of yean ago one greet
big coemic burp- here we all are. You donl really believe ttat do you? Come worthip Jesus et
Dayiprlng Assembly ol God. 17380 N. Dilre
Hgwy Quit patt the mall).

PERSONALS

CAMPUS TOUR GUGES

WANTED

Office ol Admiaatont rOck-Ofl Mandatory Tour
Guide Meelng. Tuea., Aug. 30 - 4 pm to S30
pm or Wed.. Aug. 31 - 530 pm D 7 pm. McFal
Center Attombly Room.
HONORS STUDENT ASSOCIATION
HONORS STUDENT ASSOCIATION
Don'trrma the tell picnic
SAT. AUO. 27 FROM 14PM
in tie grauy area by decamp Hell There wil
bo tottol food, garnet and prizet.
f YOU ORDERED A MIRCOFRIDOE AND
DID NOT RECEIVE (T OR f YOU'D LIKE TO
RENT ONE FOR THE YEAR. COME TO THE
STUDENT SERVICES BUIDWQ ON SATURDAY AUGUST 27TH FROM 126PM
QUESTIONS? CAU 353-0182 AJ* ASK FOR
THEMIRCOFRPOE MAN I
ROWING CLUB
Rrat mealing Moo Aug. 29th
AltpmlnRm.HOBA.

Sat morning clinic Informational meeting Aug.
28,430-6 at the Field Houee conlerence room.
VOLUNTEERS NEEDED. For more information call 372-6917.

Attention all Chrlititna- There will be pram
oatiering at 6:00 Fri. night in BA rm. 1007.
Anenbon w«i rai Vacttionen:
I wiH care for your houee (house ait) what you
are out ol town tor the winter. Relerenoat gjven. 353-2008.

Inlereeted in Sportt BroedcatBng?
Join 88.1 WBGU Radio Sporttl
■WO rntg Tuea , Aug. 30, 203 Weat 9 00pm

CoHege-age mala or female rmio. deeired.
Mutt be relatively quiet * willing to snare ulitiet, etc. Clofle rj campua. 353-4073 evee

INTRAMURAL SOFTBALL OFFICIALS
NEEDED APPLY N 130 FIELD HOUSE BEFORE 831. EXPERIENCE REQUIRED.
MANDATORY CLINIC - AUGUST 31 - 6:30 F 10 P.M.

Non-tmoking female rrme. needed ASAP.
Cheap rent 881.25 piue UDI. 8 min. wait from
campua. It Imeretted call 354-6608.

eVJRAMURAL ENTRIES DUE: WOMEN'S
AND COED SOFTBALL-TUES.. AUG.30;
MEN'S SOFTBALL-WEDS., AUG. 31: MEN'S
DOUBLES GOLF-THURS. SEPT. 1; MEN,
WOMEN. COED ULTIMATE FRISBEE-TUES.
SEPT. 6: WOMENSGLS A DBLS TENNISWEDS. SEPT. 7: MEN'S DOUBLES TENNISWEDS. SEPT. 7. AIL ENTR£S DUE WITH
FORFEIT FEE BY 4:00 P.M. IN 130 FIELD
HOUSE ON DUE DATE.

One roommate needed. Own room in large
houee doee to campua. 8140 a month pkia uoV
ipet Non-amoker prelerred. 354-7204.
Roommate warned Non-amokar. Own room.
6150 pajtull.Lence 655-3084.

HELP WANTED
81 Aweeomel Earn 82500 A Free Spring Break
Trlptl Sell 6 Tnpe 8 Go Freel Beat Tript 8
Pncetl Bahamat, Cancun. Jamaica, Panama
Cltyl 1-800-678-63861
^

WOMEN'S CLUB SOCCER TRYOUTS
Aug 2g • Sept. 1 430430
At fields near ttadium
re Cell Amy 364-6060

8100/hour possible mejling our circulan.
For into. CM {2021296-9065

.W:*:**™^

Caaey'aia HIRING
f lexiue hourt- ahon ahifta evailable
1025 N. Main BG "362-8113

Program Aeel. Vicnma Advocacy Prog., The
Line aeeklng VISTA worker Community organizing A reeouroo development 1 yr. full-time
Wont. te37/m*v Healtti int. ind 352-5367.
S-8pnilerappl.DueOytyg4.EOE.

SERVICES OFFERED

Pregnant? We can Kelp.
Free A confidential pregnancy tests
support end information.
BG Pregnancy Center
Call 354-HOPE.
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l. Set 72 tunny college T-shirts - prolt
Ruk-tree Chooaa Irom 19 designs
Free catalog 1-800-700-4250

CHECKER'S PUB

China Deiigm - pt.-rjme wait stiff. FleiaHe
houra, 15 min. from campua. 1-75 6 Rt. 20. em
183. acroae from Holiday Inn French Quarter.
14744741.
Delivery peraonnel, dey and night thin*.
Apply at DiBenedetto'a -1:00-4:00 M-F.
NoCelaPleaee.
Earn cash atuffing envetopee at home. All materials provided. Sand SASE B P.O. Box
10075. Plains, KS 66051.
Evening office cleaning.
10-12houn per weak.
Own tnnaponation required. Cal 352-5822.
GYMNASTICS A DANCE INSTRUCTORS
Pl-Bme. Apply Perryeburg Gymnrulica Canler.
12905 Eckel Junction Rd (1/4 mi. Wol Rt. 25)
Mon. 6/2B. 59pm or cal 674-9383.
Help Wanted. Earn caah In claae
Earn (200 piua taking notea
For more Into call:
352-0860 or 353-3109
Home Girl wanted for Phi Kappa Pal Frassrnity. For mon into, call Man al 24463.
If you are looking tor a part-lime fob (staring
8SA r| that it flexible around your schedule cal
AZGReaaarchat352-6115ait1X
LandacapingAawn Care Poeitione now available. Experience required. Cal 353-9134 after
530.
LaMeri maintenance.
1520 noun per weak.
Call 352-5822
Loam how to earn money. My ateietanoe
makes needy income possible Easy method
starts you earning quickly. For an intormatfva
appoinmoffi, phone 354-7282.
Little Caesar's - Mercer 6 Wcoater SI.
NOW HIRING delivery drive's
Apply Within.
Loving 6 reliable nanny to care for our 2 children In our BG home. References required.
Call 1-537-1815.
Math Tutor Needed
for Math 421. 426. 441
Will Payl Preaee call 3724496
Nature's Way Landscapee-tul 6 pt. tame position! Flexible scheduhng-whole days preferred 688-7866.
Now hiring driven. Must be 18 yn of as* and
have own car. Apply in parson Marco's Pizza,
1045 N. Main.

Pan ome wail persons 6 bartender needed at
Bowling Green Country Club Apply in person •
g23FajrviewAira.
PART-TIME STUDENT EMPLOYMENT
An you looking tor pan-erne employment ol 15
his plus per weak wnhm waking distance ID
BGSU campus? Imereeied in working varrous
unskmed jobe n aasembly. packaging, etc.?
Rats of pay It S42S/hr. Apply in person berween the noun ol 900 am and 5 oo pm
(Mon -Fri.) at Advanced Specialty Products
Inc.. 428 Clouoh St. BG, OH 43402.

by

1964 Ford LTD
offer, 352-3008.

M CHEW CELEBRITY
For Sale 8900
Call 363-7706.
64 Ford Mustang IX
Good conoi Don -12500 060
352-8805 after Spm.

Sufi 6 Mgmt. Team at Days tin Perrysburg
are seeking desk derka. houaakeepara 6
breektatl bar attendants Ideal positions tor
students A reertet. No tip. necessary, but
people skill A a great attitude a MUST I Apply
in person only btwn 10-Spm at Days Inn. 1-75
A US 20. exit 193.

Dorm Loll-876
Call Jen™ or Stive
353-6810
FOR SALE
3 piece living mom tat 8200.
Call 363-2301

STOP HI "' Don't look any further if you want tie
PERFECT JOB 11 Earn 8888 whs* gaining valuable mki. p.r., A sales skills. Apply to be a
Talalund Castor tor tat BGSU Teletund. Applet Dona available at he Meet Alumni Center
M-F. 8-5. Hurry, the law day to apply it Friday
Seplember 2111 (Ptsttt....irt a lot of fun Poll)
The French House needs houee heap. 850 par
semes tor/meals included. Kitchen clean-up:
evee 6 kinchtime. Cell Kay Barton. 372-2871.
Two desk clerks needed. One shift 4pm-n*dr>ghi. Sat.. Sun., and Man. The other shift
4pm-midnighi. Tuee.-Fn. Cal 352-1520 or sa>
pout at Buckeye Motor kin. atk tor Tan. Start
Immediately.

HIMCornpaUhle Conumtn
Complele with sofaaere and 24 PM printer
AtOOro b o 372-2880
Great tor word processing
lnflnftySU-150 speakers. 3O0W per channel.
8550 tor both 354-7327.
Reef aquana 6 auppaea. Unbeatable prices
Set-up maintenance nag. The Sea Anomfy.
354-4214.
Sharp 91 Ford Festive 38.000 meet, nice
condition, vary economical Call Mary at
352-4360

FOR RENT

UptownrDowntown now hiring floor waken
Apply <i person between 9pm-10pm, Mon. p Fn at Downtown
Waitresses or waitora. Pl-ame. Mutt ba a vansole from ioam-2pm. M-F. Exp. helpful. Apply
■ the Elks Lodge. 200 Campbell Hal Rd.
Mrjn.Fn. 2-4pm. 352-214g.
Warehouse Manager/Maintenance Supervisor Sailed menage- for hat paced construction company warehouse. Attention to detail a
must Experience in malensl handling, shipping and receiving, managing people, inventory control and general maintenance ol fatality Knowledge ol electrical, mechanical and
general construction materials and vehicles
preferred Good driving record. Abas to obtain
CDL withm 3 montTis ol lure. Banalta include
compeiBve wages, rrardical. hceday. vacation
pay, 401K, and more. Apply at Vaughn Industnes, 1201 E. Fmdlay St. Carey. OH
43318. Appicatione accepted through Septombtr 2.1984.2-4 PM, M-f.

Runt great 87S0 or beat

2 microwave ovene, good condition, hvy. duty
commercial models Cal Wart or Deeon at
3544444 days/ 362-0861 ntghu, (atk tor
Walt)

SPRING BREAK 1S-SELL TRIPS. EARN
CASH ( GO FREE III Student Travel Services
it now faring campus representatives Lowest
rests to Jamaica, Cancun, Daylona end Pan
ami dry Beach Cal 1-800448-4649.

2 bedroomt tor rent 15 mmuats from campus,
other house prlvllegaa.. Laundry included.
4573765.
Room tor Rent
$'7Srmo »usl.PeiaOK
3524867
Rooms available to grad students in BG house.
Call 352-1631 or 3544701. leave maasage.

Welcome Beck Sudents I
Need extra *U'
Want to make your own achedule?
Do you need a paid co-op or internship^
We welcome eel cor leg e students to Joan
us si EBSCO Telemarketing Service No
exp. naoaatary. Vary AoxcMe scheduling
with hourly rale plus bonuses. Our
average sales person earns between 86 6
8650 per hour, and top sellers earn
between 88 A 812 per hour. Paid weekly.
Pro'u sharing 4 paid days off offered
Extensive paid trairvng program A
Wow Uvough. Apply attar 4 00pm
Mon.-Frl.at1i3N.MtjnSt
Or 0*13534662

Live Classic Rock-n-Roll
UJ

FOR SALE

Uncle Sandwich

LU

Would you Ike to make money when someone
pushes "1~? Repe needed tor long datanoe
services Call 1-600-467 7102 ext 1600.

n

nr\T\ ^

WELCOME BACK!
University Bookstore
(Conveniently located on campus)

New and Used Textbooks
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

SPECIAL ORDER BOOK SERVICE
CHILDREN'S BOOKS
BEST SELLERS
PAPERBACKS
STUDY AIDS
MAGAZINES
CALCULATORS

BGSU SWEATSHIRTS AND T-SHIRTS
ART & SCHOOL SUPPLIES
FILM & DEVELOPING
GREETING CARDS
BGSU IMPRINT ITEMS
HEALTH & BEAUTY AIDS
GIFTS

REGULAR STORE HOURS
8/22 Mon.
8/23 Tues
8/24 Wed.
8/25 Thurs.
8/26 Fri.
8/27 Sat.

Closed
Sun. 8/28, Sat. 9/03, Sun. 9/04,
Mon. 9/05 (labor day)

8 a.m. - 8 p.m.
8/29 Mon.
8 a.m. - 8 p.m.
8/30 Tues.
8 a.m. - 8 p.m.
8/31 Wed.
8 a.m. - 8 p.m.
9/01 Thurs.
8 a.m. - 5 p.m.
9/02 Fri.
9 a.m. - 5 p.m.
9/06 Tues. Resume Regular Hours

••

8 a.m. - 8p.m.
8 a.m. - 8 p.m.
8 a.m. - 6 p.m.
8 a.m. - 6 p.m.
8 a.m. - 5 p.m.

Phone 372- 2851
Book Information 372- 7783 & 372-7782
Art Supplies 372- 7784
SPECIAL OPENING HOURS
8am - 6pm Mon. - Thurs.
8am - 5pm Fri.
9am - 5pm Sat.
Closed on Sunday
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The University Bookstore is owned and operated by Bowling Green State University for the purpose
of supplying the sudents with textbooks, classroom materials and to supply your college needs.
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The Greek Week Committee
Proudly Presents:

Greek Week 1994

No Matter What The Letter
We're All Greek Together
Friday,
August 26th:

The Ark Band
7:00 p.m. at College Park
Come and enjoy the entertainment from one of the best Reggae
Bands in the area.
Fireworks
9:30 p.m.
After the band plays watch the awesome fireworks display
that will last approximately 15 minutes.

Saturday,
August 27th:

Phi Kappa Psi

Bathtub Races

10:00 a.m. at the pond by Harshman Quad

Alpha Gamma Delta
Flag Football
3:00 p.m. across the pond at the intramural fields
Dunking Booth
Between the Philanthropies, come and knock your favorite
House Director in a tank of cold water!!

Sunday,
August 28th:

Pi Beta Phi & Sigma Phi
Epsilon Mud Tug
11:00 a.m. at College Park

Sigma Chi Derby Days

12:00 p.m. at Old Fraternity Row
Cow Game
Which one of the Fraternities and Sororities will win the pot of
money? Any chapter may enter with a $20.00 fee, and
wherever the cow does his business
will receive half the pot of money.

Monday,
August 29th

Dave Westol (speaker)
9:00 p.m. at Anderson Arena.
House Decorating Begins
Start decorating houses and make sure you follow the rules.

Tuesday
August 30th

Practice for the
Talent Show
Take time to get together with your partner chapters to get
ready to perform.

Wednesday,
August 31st
Community Service Trash
Walk 6:00-9:00 p.m.
Meet outside the Union, trash bags will be provided. Show the
community what your chapter can do to help.

Thursday,
September 1st
All Greek Talent Show

9.-00 p.m. at Anderson Arena
Once again it is back by popular demand. Come
and watch the best singers, dancers, and comedians
perform some exciting skits. Chapters will be paired
up before hand.

